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     Skim milk powder prices in Western Europe moved lower. Prices are highest in France,

     followed by Belgium, Germany and Netherlands. SMP markets are buffeted by several factors

     weighing on pricing. Uncertainty is often mentioned. Buyers in the EU are very slow to

     undertake new contracts at this time. With SMP being a commodity used in other food

     products, the slowdown in dairy manufacturing impacts SMP. Another factor is that many

     potential SMP buyers are covered and can step back before committing further. Manufacturing

     of SMP remains active in terms of fulfilling existing contracts. Some buyers have been a bit

     slow in picking up product, but that has diminished as a factor. Serious buyers negotiating

     new deals now are increasingly from China and other Asian countries. Buyers in China have

     also begun to return to normal acceptance of shipments from Western Europe. Recent new deals

     signed by China have generally been at lower prices than contracts signed several months

     ago. Finally, seasonally higher milk production, coupled with diminished demand for cheese

     from food service, leaves an increase in milk available for drying.

     May is typically the high SMP production month in Western Europe. That may not be the case

     in 2020, according to some Western European dairy officials. The unexpectedly low prices are

     discouraging discretionary production.

     Some SMP manufacturers are reviewing rules governing intervention purchases of SMP, a

     program providing a price floor. Eucolait recently summarized the program as having been

     open since March 1. It continues until September 30. The fixed SMP intervention price is

     1,698 euros/MT. When offered by sellers, the European Commission has to buy up to 109,000

     MT of SMP, subject to various requirements for date of manufacture, packaging, etc. If the

     ceiling is reached, the Commission must continue buying by tendering.

     Prices for: Europe, All First Sales, Free on Board - Port, Conventional, and Edible Skim

     Milk Powder

     Price Range - 1.25% Butterfat; $/MT:                   1,700 - 2,050
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     Additional Dairy Market News Information:

     Dairy Market News (DMN) by Phone: (608)422-8602

     DMN Website: https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/dairy

     DMN MARS (My Market News): https://mymarketnews.ams.usda.gov


